Session 9.3 does not exist anymore
The last remaining paper from session 9.3 will be presented in session 9.7, the roundtable titled “Innovation in Teaching Planning.” This session is on Thursday from 1-2:30 p.m. Note this additional paper in session 9.7 on page 53 of your program.

Abstract Index #: 416
TEACHING BUILT ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC HEALTH COURSES WITH E-CURRICULUM
BOTCHWEY, Nisha [University of Virginia] nhb3b@virginia.edu

Session 12.4 does not exist anymore
This paper will instead be presented as a roundtable discussion on Thursday during the Roundtable Hour, 5:30 – 6:30 in the Lake of the Isles Room. Dick Klosterman will be the moderator. Additional participants will be Howie Baum, John Forester and Judith Innes. Add this roundtable to page 55 of your printed program.

Abstract Index #: 460
PLANNING THEORY EDUCATION: A THIRTY-YEAR REVIEW
KLOSTERMAN, Dick [University of Akron] klosterman@whatifinc.biz

Sessions 6.10 and 7.6 are now combined
Sessions 6.10 (from page 59) and 7.6 (on page 66) will be combined and presented Saturday at 8 a.m. in the original room for 7.6, Lake Nakomis. The session will now be called “Global Knowledge and Urban Re-development”. Abstracts 314 and 348 are withdrawn. Marie Howland will serve as discussant for the remaining two papers listed below. Note the merger of this session in your printed program on pages 59 and 66.

Abstract Index #: 300
PLANNING FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY: GLOBAL COMMODITY CHAINS COMPARED
PATE L, Anouk [Pennsylvania State University] aup20@psu.edu

Abstract Index #: 259
THE GLOBAL TRANSFER OF PLANNING IDEAS: FROM TORONTO TO AMMAN, AND BACK

KHIRFAN, Luna [University of Waterloo] lkhirfan@uwaterloo.ca
FILION, Pierre [University of Waterloo] pfilion@uwaterloo.ca

Sessions 5.12 and 5.11 are now combined
This session will be on Friday at 9:45a.m. (original time for session 5.11) and will be titled “Affordable Housing, Vouchers and Mobility”. Kirk McClure and Rolf Pendall are co-discussants/moderators. Note the merger of these sessions on pages 59 and 62 of your printed program.

Abstract Index #: 197
DO HCVP RECIPIENTS TRADE NEIGHBORHOOD QUALITY FOR SOCIAL CAPITAL AND NEIGHBORHOOD AMENITIES AND SERVICES?
NGUYEN, Mai [University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill] mai@unc.edu
ANDERS ON, Augustus [University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill] daanders@email.unc.edu
BASOLO, Victoria [University of California, Irvine] basolo@uci.edu

Abstract Index #: 232
MOVING UP OR JUST MOVING? TENANT PERSPECTIVES ON PORTABILITY IN ILLINOIS’ HOUSING VOUCHER PROGRAM
GREEN LEE, Andrew [University of Illinois at Chicago] agreen4@uic.edu

Abstract Index #: 176
THE POLITICAL MEANING OF EXTRAORDINARY STRUGGLE
GREEN, La Tonya [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] epiphany@mit.edu
Please note that La Tonya’s paper title has been changed.

Abstract Index #: 243
THE GEOGRAPHY OF EVICTION IN LOS ANGELES
SIMS, Revel [University of California Los Angeles] rsims@ucla.edu

WINNER, ACSP ED MCCLURE AWARD FUNDING SUPPORTIVE HOUSING IN GEORGIA: INSPIRATION FROM OTHER STATES
ADRIAN, Troels [Georgia Institute of Technology] troels.adrian@gatech.edu
Session 8.1 is back to 3 papers
Scheduled for Saturday from 9:45 – 10:45 a.m. in Skyway Suite B, Alonso Valenzuela plans to attend the conference. The session will still be called “Safe Cities”. The discussant will still be Sherry Bame. Please note the addition of this paper to page 70 of your printed program.

Abstract Index #: 374
SURVEILLANCE, TERRITORY AND THE RULE OF LAW IN MEXICO CITY
VALENZUELA AGUILERA, Alfonso [University of California at Berkeley] aval@berkeley.edu

Session 6.11 doesn’t exist anymore
One paper from what was session 6.11 now moves to 6.14: Teresa Vazquez is the discussant. Please note the move of the paper from 6.11 on page 88 to 6.14 on page 92.

Abstract Index #: 266
CONTESTED SPACES: DEVELOPMENT AND GRAFFITO RESISTANCE IN URBAN CHINA
SMITH, Nick [Harvard University] nick.r.smith@gmail.com

Session 6.1 doesn’t exist anymore
Zacharias’ presentation will now move to join session 2.4 on Friday at 8 a.m. on page 58 of your printed program.

Abstract Index #: 279
PROJECTING A FUTURE STATE FOR SHENZHEN

CENTRAL AREAS UNDERGOING REGENERATION
ZACHARIAS, John [Concordia University] jkzacharias@yahoo.ca
Sami’s paper will be presented with session 4.1 on Saturday at 9:45 a.m. on page 69 of your printed program.

Abstract Index #: 263
WHO DEVELOPS? THE ROLE OF URBAN COALITIONS IN INDIA
SAMI, Neha [University of Michigan] nehasami@umich.edu

New discussant named for session 14.20
Noreen McDonald from the University of North Carolina (noreen@unc.edu) is the newly confirmed discussant for session 14.20. Add her name to page 67 of your program.

Discussant for session 14.19
Carlton is the moderator and there will be no discussant for this session. See page 94.

Discussant for session 7.3
Vicino is the moderator and there will be no discussant for this session. See page 93.

Discussant cancellation for session 15.1
Thursday, 8:00a.m. – 9:30a.m. There will not be a discussant for this session. See page 46.

Withdrawn from Session 7.5, p. 62
Friday, 9:45a.m. – 11:15a.m.
Abstract System ID#413

Withdrawn from Session 5.5, p. 48
Thursday, 9:45a.m. – 11:15a.m.
Abstract Index#: 215

Withdrawn from session 14.14, the ESRI Sponsored Session, p. 20
Saturday, 2:45pm-4:15pm
Abstract Index #: 539

Withdrawn from session 1.1, p.43
Thursday, 8:00a.m. – 9:30a.m.
Abstract Index #: 4

Withdrawn from session 2.4, p. 58
Friday, 8:00a.m. – 9:30a.m.
Abstract Index #: 54

Withdrawn from session 3.16, p. 91
Sunday, 10:45a.m. – 12:15pm
Abstract Index #: 91

Withdrawn from session 15.3, p. 54
Thursday, 1:00pm – 2:30pm
Abstract Index #: 631
This will remain with 2-papers.

Withdrawn from session 7.8, p. 75
Saturday, 11:00a.m. – 12:15a.m.
Abstract Index #: 325

Withdrawn from session 5.20, p. 78
Saturday, 2:45pm – 4:15pm
Abstract Index #: 207

Withdrawn from session 14.4, p. 54
The Barclay Jones Award winner presented the research at last year’s conference and so opted not to make a second presentation of it. We congratulate him on his success!